Introduction . . .
Plantation window shutters are probably the most stylish,
elegant, practical and desirable, interior window
covering solution available today.
They can give an older property a contemporary twist or a
more modern home added character. Shutters are a highly
versatile and practical window dressing.
By combining a shutter style with one of the many options
available such as the number of panels, the louvre size, shutter
colour, hinge type and control method,
your shutters will be unique to you.
Bespoke shutters at amazingly affordable prices.

Expectations . . .
When you choose buzzard shutters as your shutter supplier,
you can expect excellent quality products,
guaranteed by the importer for a full five years.
You’ll also receive a professional and fully transparent
service with exceptional service levels.
Every member of our team is happy to go the extra mile to
ensure our customers are completely satisfied;
we value your custom highly.
Extraordinary service and quality are our standard

Shutter Styles . . .
There are three main shutter styles to select from, these
are, full height, half height and tier on tier, each of them is
available in a selection of louvre sizes, colours
with hidden or visible, tilt controls.
Beyond these basic options, there are a multitude of
choices to make. Our experienced designers will show
you samples and spend time with you describing each
option and listening to what you want from your shutters.
We’re here to help and assist you every step of the way

Materials & Colours . . .
Our Paulownia wood is ecologically and ethically
sourced and happily, costs about the same as MDF.
Better, longer lasting and kinder to the environment.
What’s not to like?
Our uPVC water resistant shutters are perfect in kitchens,
bathrooms, shower rooms and en-suites and are
available in our full range of paint colours.
With several dozen standard paint colours as well many
wood stains to choose from, you’ll almost certainly find a
finish that you like. We also offer a colour match service
at extra cost which means we offer any colour at all.
.
Extraordinary service and quality are our standard

Full Height . . .
With classic lines and lots of options to select from to make
them unique to you, full height shutters are the perfect
choice. Choose a mid-rail that allows the top and bottom
halves to operate independently, a hidden control split,
visible or perhaps, hidden tilt controls at no extra cost.
This style covers the entire window from the sill or floor,
upwards. Our full height shutters are really popular and
with good reason, available in all louvre sizes as well as in
solid wooden panels, all paint colours and stains.
The full height window shutter is our biggest seller

Café Style . . .
These are traditional but ultra chic, window shutters.
Usually around half the height of a window, cafe style
shutters allow top level light to flood into your room, whilst
providing privacy from the lower half. Ideal for curb side
privacy and rooms not overlooked from above.
They are super stylish and suit period as well as modern
homes with clean and linear applications.
One of the major benefits is that as they are smaller and
they don’t cover the whole window, they are a little
more affordable than a full height shutter.
All of the chic style for less, beautiful!

Tier on Tier . . .
These stylish double layer shutters, feature separate top
and lower sections.
Tier on Tier shutters give greater control over your light
and privacy. They allow the top to be opened separately
from the bottom, giving extra, light and privacy control.
They are ideal for period properties, such as Victorian or
Georgian homes with sash windows, lending a classic yet
functional feel to the facade of a building. We don’t
recommend them for windows that are wider than they
are high though.
We love these and many of our customers do too!

Bay Windows . . .
Shutters, fitted to a bay, help to make the most of the
space you have.
Three sided, square or angled Victorian, multiple angle or
half round with five, six or seven panels, shutters can be
made to fit any bay shape.
Choose from full height or tier on tier shutters to cover the
whole of the bay or opt for café style if you want to see
the world over your shutters or add another window
dressing to the top.
Nothing else comes close to shutters in a bay window.

Bi-Fold & Patio Doors . . .
Our large opening solutions include bi-fold and tracked
shutter options.
Bi-Fold shutters are ideal where there are an odd number
of panels needed as we can hang up to three panels
together on each side of the opening.
Tracked shutters fold are guided by a floor track. There
has to be an even number of panels and the shutters will
open at right angles into the room.
The perfect solution for larger openings

Blackout option . . .
When you need to make a room dark, really dark, even in
bright sunlight, we have a fantastic solution.
If your window sill is over 20cms deep, we may be able to
fit your shutters with a special frame that has an
integrated blackout roller blind to achieve up to 99%
darkness, even on the brightest day. No light will creep
around the sides, over the top or under the bottom at all.
Great for shift or night workers, for children and babies
who need an afternoon nap and of course, those are
sensitive to light and have disturbed nights.
The best solution for light sensitive sleepers

Special Shapes . . .
Special shapes shutters are, like all of our shutters, custommade and designed to fit your opening perfectly.
We can design and fit, any shape and size, even for the
most difficult windows. Round, angled or curved shutters
are all available in 100% certified Paulownia.
Your taste, the practicality and your budget will influence
your choices as special shapes are more expensive to
make and to fit than standard windows
Difficult windows are simple with shutters

Design & Specifying . . .
Our experienced Shutter Designers will bring a full range
of samples for you to select from at home.
Evening and weekend appointments are available
Shutter experts, they will explain your options in clear and
jargon free language, without any sales pressure.
Our quote will include the details we discuss together and
where possible, include a scale drawing of your shutters
Our central Leighton Buzzard showroom is open by
appointment seven days a week, at a time to suit you
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